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Attenuated short wavelength buckling and force
propagation in a biopolymer-reinforced rod

W. L. Shan,ab Z. Chen,c C. P. Broedersz,d A. A. Gumaste,b W. O. Soboyejoab

and C. P. Brangwynne*e

We investigate short wavelength buckling of a thin elastic rod embedded in an elastic gelatin biopolymer

network. Using a combination of micro-mechanical testing, microscopic imaging, as well as theory, we

show that the buckling penetration depth can be tuned by varying the mechanical properties of the rod

and the rod–gel interface. Prior models have predicted a decay length that is dependent on the

nonlinear material response of the embedding media. Here we identify a regime where the

decay length is governed by the ratio of the bending rigidity of the rod and the linear elastic response

of the medium, and show that our experiments are in good quantitative agreement with such a linear

model.
Mechanical instabilities such as buckling are manifested in
many synthetic and natural systems. These phenomena range
from wrinkling viscoelastic lms1–5 and morphing of multi-
stable structures6 to structuring of intestinal epithelia7 and
compression of cytoskeletal biopolymers in living cells.8–10 For a
slender rod which is axially compressed, Euler buckling occurs
at a critical force, fc. Below this threshold, the rod experiences
pure axial compression; as the force increases beyond the
threshold, the rod enters a regime in which the total deforma-
tion energy is smaller if the rod bends according to a buckling
mode with the longest possible wavelength, l ¼ 2L, where L is
the length of the rod. However, if the rod is embedded in an
elastic medium, its deformation energy must also be accounted
for. Specically, the presence of an elastic medium with a shear
modulus, G, can reduce the buckling wavelength; the compe-
tition between the energy of a rod with bending rigidity k and
the elastic energy in themedium due to lateral deections of the
rod results in a buckling wavelength according to, l � (k/G)1/4.11

The surrounding medium not only strongly reduces the buck-
ling wavelength, but also increases the critical buckling force
threshold. This mechanical reinforcement has important
applications in ber composite materials,12–14 and plays a key
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role in structural reinforcement of microtubules within living
cells.8

Within cells, it was found that this reinforced buckling
behavior only extends a nite range away from the site of force
application.8 This decay in the buckling prole reects a length
scale for the range of force propagation along the rod, which has
important implications for mechano-chemical signal trans-
duction.15 Prior theoretical studies have predicted such a decay
length scale for the buckling prole, but suggested the need for
an embedding medium that exhibits substantial nonlinear
elastic behavior.9 While strain-stiffening elastic behavior is
common to many biopolymeric materials16–18 and may thus be
relevant for reinforced buckling in living cells, controlled
experimental studies of this effect are lacking. It is thus unclear
if such nonlinear properties are a prerequisite for stress atten-
uation, and whether nonlinearities will govern this behavior
under typical physiological strains within cells. Indeed, even
ignoring the complex biological context of the cellular cyto-
plasm, the underlying physics of attenuated short-wavelength
buckling, and the parameters that set the extent of force
transmission, remain poorly understood.

Here, we elucidate the physics of short-wavelength attenu-
ated buckling using a model system consisting of a slender rod
embedded in an elastic biopolymeric gelatin medium. We nd
that the surrounding elastic medium gives rise to short wave-
length buckling behavior, which is attenuated away from the
site of force application. Using a numerical approach, we
elucidate how this system is controlled through a combination
of the linear longitudinal elastic coupling between the rod and
the medium, and the bending rigidity of the rod. Furthermore,
we show that for embedding media with strongly nonlinear
behavior, the system can cross over to a regime in which the
decay length is controlled by the nonlinear response of the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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medium,9 as may be relevant for strongly strain-stiffening
materials.16–18 However, we use custom micromechanical
measurements to show that, in our system, the linear elastic
response of the medium dominates and is sufficient to quan-
titatively account for the observed buckling attenuation. To test
the robustness of this model, we vary the rod diameter, and the
degree of the longitudinal coupling, and obtain good agreement
with analytical predictions. These results suggest a novel
mechanism through which the range of force propagation can
be tuned, whichmay have implications for stress propagation in
living cells, and suggest new design principles for biologically
inspired materials.

Materials and methods

To investigate the buckling behavior of elastically reinforced
rods, we use superelastic nitinol wires (55% nickel, 45% tita-
nium) with diameters 203.2 mm and 355.6 mm obtained from
Small Parts, Inc. (Amazon.com); the wires were straightened
and annealed by the manufacturer per ASTM F2063. We deter-
mined the Young's modulus, E, of the nitinol wires using an
Instron Microtester 5848 (Norwood, MA); at room temperature
we obtained E ¼ 60.8 � 1.0 GPa (mean � standard deviation,
N ¼ 4 samples). For the embedding medium, we use porcine
gelatin (Sigma Aldrich) at a concentration of 20 g L�1. A solution
of 10 g gelatin powder is dispersed into 500 mL deionized water
at 80 �C and is shaken mildly until the powder is fully dissolved.
We estimate the shear modulus of our gels to be Gz 0.64 kPa.19

The samples consist of nitinol wires of length L ¼ 21.5 cm and
coaxial graduated cylinders of roughly the same length lled
with gelatin solution, as shown in Fig. 1a. The samples are
quickly cooled to, and held at 5 �C for 12–24 hours to allow for
gelling; upon gelation, the gelatin becomes rmly attached to
the walls of the cylinder. Since the mechanical properties of
gelatin are sensitive to temperature history,19 the buckling
samples were rst exposed to room temperature for �5 hours.
The embedded rod was compressed from one end by applying a
concentrated force through a slender metallic adaptor with tip
diameter slightly larger than the rod diameter, while the rod is
Fig. 1 (a) Image of the experimental setup showing a compressed wire
embedded in gelatin. (b) The deformation profile of the compressed wire in panel
a, showing both short wavelength buckling and a decay length together with fit,
as described in the main text.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
supported at the other end. Compression is increased at a
displacement rate �0.1 mm s�1 using a manually controlled
micromanipulator incorporated in a home-built micro-testing
setup. We use a Panasonic HD digital cameral (DMC-FZ100) to
obtain digital images. Images are subsequently analyzed using
custom image analysis algorithms developed in Matlab.

In order to probe the longitudinal coupling between the wire
and the surrounding gelatin, pulling tests using the Instron
Microtester 5848 were performed at a displacement rate of
0.1 mm s�1. In “rupturing” experiments, we reduce the as-
prepared longitudinal coupling by pulling thewire to rupture the
rod–gelatin interface completely. To investigate the microscopic
details of the rod–gelatin interface, buckling samples weremade
which included dispersed microbeads with a 2 mm diameter,
prepared within transparent polystyrene cuvettes (1.5 cm �
1.5 cm � 6 cm, Fisher Scientic). These samples were mounted
onto aNikonTE300wideelduorescencemicroscope equipped
with a QImaging Retiga camera, driven by Slidebook soware.
During acquisition of time-lapse movies, the wire within the
cuvette was pulled using an Eppendorfmicromanipulator which
was xed to the exposed end of the wire. Particle Imaging
Velocimetry image autocorrelation analysis was then performed
using JPIV.20
Results and discussion

To evaluate the mechanical response and buckling prole of the
rod in our system, we compress the rod by a longitudinal
displacement of �1 mm at the free end. Consistent with
previous studies,8 this elastically reinforced rod buckles at a
reduced wavelength, and also adopts a prole for the transverse
displacement that decays away from the site of compressive
Fig. 2 The buckling wavelength and decay length as determined from fitting
the buckling profile. The samples include wires with diameters 203.2 mm and
355.6 mmwith unperturbed and perturbed interfaces. The interface is ruptured by
pulling the wire out of the gelatin under a tensile load until the load vanishes.

Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 194–199 | 195
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Fig. 3 Numerical results of the decay length as a function of the longitudinal
coupling parameter, ak. The decay length is determined by fitting a decaying
exponential to the envelope of the buckling profile. We used chains of length L ¼
100l 0, where the discretization scale is set as l 0 ¼ 1 and the energy scale is set
such that k ¼ 0.1. The different datasets correspond to b ¼ 0 (blue squares), b ¼
0.1 (red triangles) and b ¼ 1 (green triangles). Both k and at ¼ 5 � 10�3 have
been held fixed. The inset shows the decay length as a function of k, where the
energy scale has been chosen such that at ¼ 5 � 10�6. The parameters ak ¼
2.5 � 10�6 and b ¼ 0, have been held fixed.
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force application, as shown in Fig. 1a and b. We nd that the
transverse displacement, u(x), of the buckled rod is well
described by

u(x) ¼ u0exp(�x/‘)sin(qx), (1)

where x is the distance from the free end, ‘ is the decay length
and q is related to the buckling wavelength through l ¼ 2p/q.
For a rod diameter d¼ 203.2 mm, we obtain l¼ 4.4� 0.3 cm and
‘ ¼ 4.5 � 0.4 cm (N ¼ 14) (Fig. 2).

To investigate how the buckling prole depends on the
bending rigidity of the wire, we vary its diameter, d. For a rod
diameter d ¼ 355.6 mm, we obtain l ¼ 9.2 � 0.2 cm, ‘ ¼ 18.5 �
6.8 cm (N ¼ 6) (Fig. 2), implying that both characteristic length
scales depend on the bending rigidity of the rod. The wave-
length increase compared with that of a smaller diameter wire is
roughly consistent with l � k1/4 � d, as described in prior
work.9,11 However, the model in ref. 9 predicts a decay length
that is controlled by the nonlinear elastic properties of the
medium, which have not been varied in this experiment, even
though the decay length increases roughly four-fold. Indeed, the
biopolymeric gelatin used in these experiments as an embed-
ding medium is only weakly nonlinear, calling into question
this physical picture of the attenuation mechanism for these
experiments.

To provide insight into the origin of the buckling prole
observed here, we develop a model that assumes only linear
elasticity for the embedding medium. The energy functional for
small rod deections may be written as

E ¼ �fvð0Þ þ
ðN

0

dx

�
k

2
u002ðxÞ þ 1

2
atu2ðxÞ þ 1

2
akv

2ðxÞ
�
; (2)

where f is a compressive load imposed at the free end (x ¼ 0)

and vðxÞ ¼ ÐN
x ds

�
u0ðsÞ2=2 � is the longitudinal displacement of

an inextensible rod. The elastic coupling parameters at and ak
are controlled by the dimensions of the rod and the gel's elas-
ticity. For a straight rod of length L, diameter d with
perfect coupling to an elastic medium: at ¼ 4pG/ln(2L/d) and
ak ¼ at/2.8,21 A similar model has been used to describe the
behavior of microtubule biopolymers embedded in the cellular
cytoskeleton;9 however, here we have not included a nonlinear
response for the elastic medium. Motivated by the experimental
nding that such constrained buckling is well-t by eqn (1), we
adopt this form as a variational ansatz for the buckling prole.
This analysis yields a buckling wavelength, l¼ 2p/(at/k)1/4 and
a buckling force threshold, fc ¼ 2(kat)1/2—both independent of
ak—consistent with prior work.8,9,11 The predicted wavelengths,
5.2 cm and 9.0 cm, for the smaller and larger diameter wire,
respectively, are in good agreement with the measured values
(4.4 cm and 9.2 cm).

The decay length, ‘, characterizes the range of force propa-
gation in the rod. To investigate the origins of the decay length
and to understand how this model differs from previous work,
we turn to a numerical approach to solve themodel as described
by eqn (2). We use a standard conjugate gradient method22 to
minimize the energy functional and t a decaying
196 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 194–199
exponential to the envelope of the numerically obtained buck-
ling proles. We nd that the decay length scales as ‘� (k/ak)

1/4,
as shown in Fig. 3. This contrasts with a model previously
described,9 that includes a nonlinear elastic response for the
medium and predicts ‘ � (b/ak)

1/2, where b is the coupling
constant for the nonlinear elastic energy, Eb ¼ ÐN

0 dx½bu4ðxÞ=4�;
we conrmed that by including this term in our model, for large
b the scaling of the decay length crosses over to a regime where
‘ � a�1/2

k .
From the data in Fig. 2, it is clear that the decay length scale

depends not only on the degree of longitudinal coupling
between the rod and themedium, but also on the wire diameter,
consistent with the linear model described in eqn (2). However,
the range over which these parameters need to be varied to
verify the numerical predictions (Fig. 3) is not experimentally
feasible. Instead, we sought to directly test the predicted force–
compression prole of the linear medium model, which differs
from the nonlinear medium model where b controls the force
extension behavior.9 In the limit q‘ [ 1,23 the force prole
f � f ðxÞ ¼ Ð x

0 dsakvðsÞ reduces to

f � f ðxÞzakq2‘2

16
u0

2½1� expð�2x=‘Þ�: (3)

Importantly, this relationship suggest that the rod will only
buckle over a distance�‘measured from the point at which the
load is imposed, beyond which the force falls below threshold
such that f(‘) z fc. This implies the following force–displace-
ment relationships24
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 4 (a) Pulling load vs. displacement curve for as-prepared samples shows a
linear longitudinal coupling (red). (b) Pulling load vs. displacement curve after
interface rupture shows static and dynamic friction regimes. (c) The axis-
symmetric displacement field before interface rupture, is similar to (d) the
displacement field of the interface-ruptured rod before slip. (e) Once the pulling
load exceeds the limit of static friction, the motion follows a stick-and-slip
behavior along the interface, leaving traces of asperities moving together with
the wire.

Fig. 5 Load–displacement curves for buckling of nitinol wires with different
diameters and longitudinal couplings. These curves all show three distinct
deformation regimes: axial compression, short wavelength buckling, and cata-
strophic failure. The inset shows that the linear buckling slopes measured in
micro-testing experiments are confirmed with predictions from eqn (4) for
unperturbed cases with different wire diameters. However, wires with ruptured
interfaces do not fit well if ak is interpreted as the linear slope of static friction. This
shows that the effective ak is much lower than the static friction slope since the
threshold for static friction has been exceeded and dynamic friction becomes
relevant.
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f � fc z
1

2
ak‘vð0Þ; f � fc z

1

16
akðu0q‘Þ2 (4)

To test this prediction, we sought to measure ak, ‘, and the
force–compression prole in a series of independent experi-
ments. We rst measured ak using a pulling experiment in
which a tensile force is applied at one end of the rod. This force–
extension measurement indicates only weak strain-stiffening
behavior of the medium at large rod displacements, as
depicted in Fig. 4a. From this force–extension curve we obtain
ak ¼ 1.05 � 0.12 kPa (N ¼ 5) and 0.94 � 0.02 kPa (N ¼ 5) for the
203.2 mmand 355.6 mm thick wires, respectively; consistent with
the expected weak logarithmic dependence of ak on the rod
diameter, these values for ak are very similar. To directly visu-
alize the mechanical coupling between the rod and the gelatin,
we imaged the deformation prole within the surrounding
medium using microscopic tracking of uorescence probe
particles embedded in the gelatin. Upon pulling or pushing the
rod from one end, we nd that the deformation of the medium
follows the longitudinal movement of the rod, conrming tight
elastic coupling between the rod and the medium (Fig. 4c).

To verify the dependence of ak on the mechanical coupling
between the rod and the surrounding gelatin, we ruptured the
rod–gelatin interface using large longitudinal wire displace-
ments. Aer relaxing the wire to its original rest position, we
studied the rod–gelatin interface using microscopic
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
displacement mapping, as above. Somewhat surprisingly, we
found that for small displacements, the gelatin appears to have
rmly re-attached to the rod (Fig. 4d). The corresponding micro-
testing results showed a reduced, yet nonzero, initial linear
part in the force–displacement curve (Fig. 4b), with ak ¼ 0.54 �
0.03 kPa (N ¼ 6) (wire diameter 203.2 mm); these data indicate a
static friction regime for small displacement/strain. In contrast,
uorescence imaging revealed that at larger displacements, the
rod decouples from the surrounding gelatin (Fig. 4e); here, we
observe asperities along the unevenly ruptured rod–gelatin
interface, which appear to contribute to the no-slip coupling
observed under small displacement. Corresponding micro-
testing experiments show that for these large displacements,
the load dropped to a level just above zero, reecting a dynamic
friction regime.

When we compressed and buckled these interface-ruptured
rods, we still observed a nite decay length, which was
approximately 2-fold larger than that found for the unperturbed
interface, consistent with a decreased, but non-zero, value for
ak (Fig. 2). To conrm that the microscopically observed
asperities (as in Fig. 4e) dominate this remaining longitudinal
coupling and, thus, the decay length, we wiped the surface of
the interface-ruptured rod clean before the buckling experiment
and observed a signicantly increased decay length with large
variation (data not shown). However, in all cases the wavelength
was nearly identical (Fig. 2), suggesting that at remains
essentially unchanged aer rupture along the longitudinal
direction, with or without surface asperities. These experiments
Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 194–199 | 197
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show that the longitudinal mechanical response can be
decoupled from the transverse mechanical response to tune the
decay length.

These microtesting experiments show that the nonlinear
material response of gelatin is weak (Fig. 4a). This suggests that
the linear model described above, which only takes the contri-
bution of the longitudinal mechanical coupling embodied in
the linear modulus ak, may be sufficient to account for the
observed buckling attenuation. Using these precise measure-
ments of the varied longitudinal coupling coefficient, ak, we test
this hypothesis using the predicted load–displacement behavior
in the buckled regime (eqn (4)). The excess force beyond
threshold, f� fc, is determined as a function of the longitudinal
displacement, v(0), of the loaded end of the wire. These exper-
iments are performed for the two different wire diameters, and
show an approximately linear behavior, as depicted in Fig. 5.
Importantly, the experimentally measured slope (f � fc)/v(0),

should correspond to
1
2
ak‘, which can be determined indepen-

dently from pulling experiments (ak) and by tting the buckling
prole (‘). We nd excellent agreement between this prediction
and the mechanical measurements, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 5. This provides strong evidence that the buckling prole
and mechanical behavior is well described by a model that
includes only linear elastic behavior for the embedding
medium.

Interestingly, rods with a pre-ruptured interface were less
well-described by this model (inset of Fig. 5). By using ak from
the initial slope in the static friction regime (Fig. 4e), the pre-
dicted decay length (‘ � 4.07 cm) was much smaller than the
observed value of 12.09� 2.04 cm (N¼ 8). The effective value for
ak � 0.182 kPa determined from eqn (4), is thus lower than that
determined from the static friction regime, ak ¼ 0.54 kPa; this
suggests that for this special case, the rod is not in a pure static
friction regime during buckling. Consistent with this, the
displacement threshold for static friction (�250 mm, Fig. 4e) is
much smaller than the maximum longitudinal displacement
that occurs during buckling (�2mm, Fig. 5). Thus, although the
buckling of rods with a perfect no-slip interface are well-
described by the linear model, it appears to break down in the
presence of more complicated stick–slip interfacial behavior.

In conclusion, we have employed a combination of theoret-
ical and experimental approaches to study the buckling
behavior and force propagation of thin rods reinforced by a
biopolymer matrix. We nd that we can quantitatively account
for the attenuated buckling behavior of thin rods reinforced by
gelatin with a model that describes the no-slip coupling
between the rod and medium within a linear framework; in
contrast with previous work identifying a regime in which the
decay length is controlled by the nonlinear response of the
medium,9 here the decay length is controlled only by the linear
longitudinal coupling to the medium and the rod's bending
rigidity. We also identify a dynamic behavior where the rod and
the gel are partially uncoupled and effective nonlinearities
emerge from apparent stick–slip behavior at the interface,
which appears to reect a rich and more complex dynamical
behavior of the microstructured interface. Future work will
198 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 194–199
build on these results to understand the wrinkling and folding
of elastic rods and plates,3–5,25,26 and may provide novel design
principles for bio-inspired materials with applications in
microfabrication and stretchable electronics.26,27
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